by the scholarly studies of Francis. About a century and a half before the development of the mendicant movement in which Francis was a central figure, a similar monastic "reform" swept through central and southern Italy. As with the later mendicants, these monks were concerned with living an authentic vita apostolica (as opposed to the less rigorous but more structured vita monastica); but unlike the mendicants their chosen route was through withdrawal from society, to live in extreme asceticism in the mountainous and often inhospitable terrain of the Abruzzi, Calabria, Basilicata, and Apulia. Although few of these hermit saints became well-known outside of their local regions, their revival of the eremitic tradition in the west laid an important foundation for the mendicants.
The abrupt emergence of eremiticism in Italy in the late tenth century has given rise to much speculation regarding the origin of this revival. If the Rule of Benedict, with its clear preference for cenobitism, informed all monastic practice in the west after the sixth century, then why did so many recluses, hermits, and anchorites suddenly appear in these regions? One of the possible reasons is that the Byzantine colonies of Apulia and Calabria served as refuges for iconodule monks who were f leeing the iconoclastic controversies in ninth-century Constantinople; these monks may have brought with them a Greek style of monasticism that was more amenable to eremitic practices, even within the context of some loose form of community life.
3 Although the evidence for this argument remains inconclusive, by the eleventh century new "eremitic orders" in southern Italy and elsewhere in Western Europe were developing into more formal communities that challenged Benedictine hegemony. The most important of these orders on the peninsula was that of the Camaldolese, founded by the hermit Romuald of Ravenna circa 1020 at Camaldoli near Arezzo in Tuscany, but similar practices evolved from the community in Vallombrosa founded by John Gualbert ca. 1030 near Florence. During the eleventh century in Italy, the Camaldolese hermitage at Fonte Avellana in the Marches was probably the single most significant of these institutions, especially when St. Peter Damian held the position of prior there between 1043 and 1072. Damian was St. Romuald's most fervent disciple and hagiographer as well as an eloquent apologist for the Camaldolese style of monasticism. By the next century, similar forms of practice had spread north into the continent, inf luencing the monastic reforms at Cîteaux in France that would-through the agency of Cistercian missionaries-return to Italy at almost the same time Francis was developing his own ideas about the vita apostolica.
The reappearance of eremiticism in Western Europe in the eleventh century was part of what C. H. Lawrence termed "the quest for the primitive" that fired the monastic imagination and produced a new ferment of reform. Discounting the possible inf luence of the Byzantine hermits, Lawrence offered three "indigenous" sources for the eremitic revival: A renewed interest in the ancient eremitic tradition of the Desert Fathers, the remnants of the anchorite tradition grudgingly accepted even by the Rule of Benedict,
